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Abstract
We consider a discrete-time version of the continuous-time fashion cycle model introduced in Matsuyama,
1992. Its dynamics are de…ned by a 2D discontinuous piecewise linear map depending on three parameters.
In the parameter space of the map periodicity regions associated with attracting cycles of di¤erent periods
are organized in the period adding and period incrementing bifurcation structures. The boundaries of all
the periodicity regions related to border collision bifurcations are obtained analytically in explicit form. We
show the existence of several partially overlapping period incrementing structures, that is a novelty for the
considered class of maps. Moreover, we show that if the time-delay in the discrete time formulation of the
model shrinks to zero, the number of period incrementing structures tends to in…nity and the dynamics of
the discrete time fashion cycle model converges to those of continuous-time fashion cycle model.
Keywords: Fashion cycle model, 2D discontinuous piecewise linear map, Border collision bifurcation,
Period adding bifurcation structure, Period incrementing bifurcation structure.

Lead Paragraph
The fashion cycle a¤ects many areas of human activity, not only in dress but also in architecture, music, painting, literature, business practice, political doctrines, and scienti…c ideas. In
[12], Matsuyama proposes the continuous-time fashion cycle model, generated by a game played
by Conformists, who want to act or look the same with others, and by Nonconformists, who want
to act or look di¤erent from others. In [12] it is shown that the dynamical system associated with
this game is characterized by discontinuous piecewise linear functions, and, depending on parameters, has either stable …xed points or a limit cycle. In the present paper, we reformulate this
model into a discrete-time setting to generate a two-dimensional discontinuous piecewise linear
map, which is interesting not only due to its applied meaning but also from the mathematical
point of view. The bifurcations occurring in this map lead to a new kind of bifurcation structure
of the parameter space, which we describe analytically in explicit form. In particular, we show
that the map is characterized by (possibly many coexisting) attracting cycles of di¤erent periods, whose periodicity regions, with their border collision bifurcation boundaries, are organized
in several di¤erent families of period incrementing structures. There are also periodicity regions
organized in the period adding bifurcation structure related to one-dimensional restrictions of
the map, and the results follow from those known from the bifurcation theory of one-dimensional
discontinuous maps. We discuss also the connection between the continuous- and discrete-time
fashion cycle models. In particular, we show that if the time-delay in the discrete time formulation shrinks to zero then the number of period incrementing structures goes to in…nity and the
dynamics of the considered map converge to the dynamics of the original continuous-time model.
We conjecture that these results can be extended to a wider class of discontinuous maps.
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Introduction

In this paper, we consider the two-dimensional (2D) discontinuous piecewise linear map that describes the
dynamics of a discrete-time version of the continuous-time fashion cycle model proposed in [12]. This map is
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interesting not only due to its applied context but also from the mathematical point of view, as it belongs to a
class of maps for which the bifurcation theory is still not well developed.
As it is well-known, the existence of a border in a nonsmooth map, called also switching manifold, at which
the map changes its de…nition, may lead to a collision of an invariant set of the map with this border under
variation of some parameter, that may cause a drastic change of the dynamics. Such a phenomenon is called
border collision bifurcation, BCB for short, and many recent research e¤orts have focused on the classi…cation
of possible BCBs in various classes of nonsmooth maps (see, e.g., the books [22], [3] and references therein).
For continuous nonsmooth maps, for which a generic BCB can be seen as a local bifurcation, many essential
results on the classi…cation have been obtained by means of the related normal forms.1 For discontinuous maps,
in contrast, a BCB is not a local phenomenon, because it involves a jump of the value of the map when the
switching manifold is crossed, and if such a jump is relatively large the result of a BCB depends on the global
properties of the map, which poses a signi…cant challenge.
For example, consider a class of 1D piecewise monotone maps with one discontinuity point arising when a
Poincaré section of a Lorenz-type ‡ow is constructed. Among such maps 1D piecewise increasing maps called
Lorenz maps have attracted a lot of research attention (see e.g., [8], [10], [6], [20], to cite a few). In particular, it
has been shown that if a Lorenz map is invertible in the absorbing interval then it can have only attracting cycles,
associated with rational rotation numbers, which are robust (i.e., persistent under parameter perturbations)
as well as non robust Cantor set attractors representing the closure of quasiperiodic trajectories, associated
with irrational rotation numbers.2 In the parameter space of such maps the so-called period adding bifurcation
structure is observed, formed by the periodicity regions corresponding to the attracting cycles. These regions
are ordered according to the Farey summation rule applied to the related rotation numbers.3 A Poincaré section
of a Lorenz-type ‡ow may lead also to a 1D discontinuous map with one increasing and one decreasing branches.
In the parameter space of such a map the period incrementing bifurcation structure can be observed which is
formed by the periodicity regions ordered according to the increasing by k periods of the related attracting
cycles, and each two adjacent regions are partially overlapping that corresponds to coexisting attracting cycles.
We refer to [5] where the period adding and period incrementing structures are associated with codimensiontwo BCB points in 1D piecewise monotone maps. Note that for a generic 1D piecewise linear map with one
discontinuity point, which is the simplest representative of piecewise monotone maps, the boundaries associated
with period adding and period incrementing structures can be obtained analytically in explicit form.4
In the 2D piecewise linear map F considered in the present paper there is a period adding structure which
is the standard one being related to a 1D reduction of the 2D map, and there are several period incrementing
structures associated with 2D dynamics. The overall bifurcation structure of map F is quite interesting and,
to our knowledge, it has not been described before. After a brief description of the fashion cycle model by
[12] in Sec.2, we describe map F in Sec.3. It consists of four linear maps where each one is a contraction
and whose de…nition regions are separated by two discontinuity lines. The map depends on three parameters;
one of them is the coe¢ cient of the contraction of the linear maps, and the other two are the slopes of the
discontinuity lines. The variables of map F are coupled only via the discontinuity lines, and this feature allows
us to describe the complete bifurcation structure of the parameter space analytically. In particular, we obtain
all the boundaries of the periodicity regions associated with period adding and period incrementing structures
in explicit form. The period adding structure, discussed in Sec.4 and 5, is associated with parameter values at
which map F is reduced to a 1D discontinuous piecewise linear map, so that the results known for such a class
of maps can be applied (for completeness the related results are given in Appendix). Novelty for the considered
1 For a 1D continuous map with one border point a complete classi…cation of BCBs can be proposed using a 1D BCB normal
form represented by the well-known skew tent map de…ned by two linear functions ([7], [11], [15], [23], [18]). For 2D continuous
nonsmooth maps with one switching manifold many essential results can be obtained with the help of a 2D BCB normal form
de…ned by two linear maps ([14], [19], [17]).
2 Chaotic dynamics in the Lorenz map is possible only if it is noninvertible in the absorbing interval.
3 That is, between the regions corresponding to the cycles with rotation numbers m =n and m =n such that jm n
m2 n1 j = 1;
1
1
2
2
1 2
there exists a region of the cycle with rotation number (m1 + m2 )=(n1 + n2 ):
4 For an overview of the bifurcation scenarios in 1D piecewise linear maps with one discontinuity point, we refer to [2]. These
scenarios can be seen as building blocks, as they are also observed in 1D maps with more border points and in nonsmooth maps of
higher dimension. For example, period adding structure arises in the parameter space of a 1D continuous bimodal map [16], or in
a 2D discontinuous triangular map [21]. In a 2D discontinuous piecewise linear map with one discontinuity line considered in [13]
both period adding and period incrementing structures are observed being quite similar to those observed in 1D maps.
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class of discontinuous maps is related to period incrementing structures. As we show in Sec.6, in the parameter
space of map F there are several such structures which are partially overlapping. Moreover, if the coe¢ cient
of the contraction of the linear maps tends to 1 (that corresponds also to the time-delay in the discrete time
formulation of the model tending to zero) the number of overlapping period incrementing structures goes to
in…nity. That leads, in particular, to more than two coexisting attracting cycles (in the paper we present an
example with four coexisting cycles). Given that each linear component of map F is a contraction, map F
can have neither saddle not repelling cycles, and all the basin boundaries of coexisting attractors are formed
by proper segments of the discontinuity lines and their preimages. In Sec.7 we compare the dynamics of our
map F and the original continuous-time fashion cycle model. We show that if the time-delay in the discrete
time formulation shrinks to zero the dynamics of the discrete time fashion cycle model converges to those of
continuous-time fashion cycle model. Some concluding remarks are given in Sec.8.
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The Matsuyama (1992) fashion cycle model

What is the fashion cycle? In [12], it is de…ned as a collective process of taste changes, in which certain forms of
social behavior, or "styles", enjoy temporary popularity only to be replaced by others. This pattern of changes
sets the fashion cycle apart from the social custom. The fashion cycle is also a recurring process, in which many
"new" styles are not so much born as rediscovered. Although most conspicuous in the area of dress, many other
areas of human activity are subject to the fashion cycles, including architecture, music, painting, literature,
business practice, political doctrines, and scienti…c ideas. So are many stages of our lives, from the names given
to babies to the forms of gravestones.
What causes the fashion cycle? And why does it persist? The key idea put forward in [12] is this. In order
for such recurrent patterns of the fashion cycle to emerge, two fundamentally irreconcilable desires for human
beings–Conformity (i.e., the desire to act or look the same as others) and Nonconformity (the desire to act
or look di¤erent from others)–both must operate. Conformity alone would lead to an emergence of the social
custom, or convention. Nonconformity alone would prevent any discernible patterns from emerging. What is
necessary for an emergence of the fashion cycle is a delicate balance between Conformity and Nonconformity.
To capture this idea and to study the social environment that leads to fashion cycles as opposed to social customs, [12] considers the society populated by two types of anonymous players, Conformists and Nonconformists,
who play the following dynamic game in continuous time, t 2 [0; 1):
Each player is continuously matched with another player of either type with some probability. The
relative frequency of across-type versus within-type matchings is m > 0 for a Conformist and m > 0 for
a Nonconformist.5
Each player takes one of the two actions, A and B, and the opportunity to switch actions follows as an
independent, identical Poisson process, whose mean arrival rate is > 0.
When matched, a Conformist gains a higher payo¤ if he sees his matched partner has the same action
with his, instead of the di¤erent action. A Nonconformist, on the other hand, gains a lower payo¤ if she
sees her matched partner takes the same action with her, instead of the di¤erent action.
Let t ( t ) 2 [0; 1] denote the fraction of Conformists (Nonconformist) with A at time t. Then, a Conformist
is more likely to be matched with someone with A than with someone with B if Pt ( t 1=2)+m( t 1=2) > 0,
in which case, the fraction 1
t of the Conformists who are currently with B switch to A; when the opportunity
to switch actions arrives, which follows the Poisson process with the mean arrival rate > 0. Thus, t changes
as ddtt = (1
t ) if Pt > 0. On the other hand, a Nonconformist is more likely to be matched with someone
with A than with someone with B if Pt
( t 1=2) + m ( t 1=2) > 0, in which case, the fraction t of
the Nonconformists who are currently with A would switch to B, when the opportunity to switch arrives, so
d
2
that t changes as dtt =
t if Pt < 0. Following this line of logic, the dynamics of ( t ; t ) 2 [0; 1] can be
described by the following dynamical system denoted :
5 These relative frequencies of across-type versus within-type matchings for each type are in turn determined by the relative size
of the two types and the relative frequency of the matching being of inter-type versus intra-type.
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In [12], it is shown that this dynamical system has e¤ectively three kinds of asymptotic behaviors, depending
on the two parameters, m > 0 and m > 0.6 In particular, for m > m > 1, there exists a limit cycle, along
which Nonconformists become fashion leaders, and switch their actions periodically, while Conformists follow
with delay. In fact, this limit cycle can occur through two kinds of bifurcation. First, starting from the case
of m > m > 1, where ( t ; t ) = (1=2; 1=2) is the globally attracting …xed point, an increase in the share of
Conformists (a decrease in the share of Nonconformists) leads to a loss of the stability of ( t ; t ) = (1=2; 1=2);
which creates of the limit cycle, similar to a Hopf bifurcation.7 Second, starting from the case of m > 1 > m,
where ( t ; t ) = (1; 0) and ( t ; t ) = (0; 1) are two stable …xed points, whose basins of attraction are separated
by P0 = 0 (this case can be interpreted as the Conformists setting the social custom, and the Nonconformists
revolting against it), a decrease in the share of Conformists (an increase in the share of Nonconformists) leads
to a loss of the stability of both ( t ; t ) = (1; 0) and ( t ; t ) = (0; 1), which creates the limit cycle through a
nonsmooth analogue of a heteroclinic bifurcation.
In Sec.7 the dynamics of the continuous-time fashion cycle model (1) are described in more detail to be
compared with those of the discrete-time model introduced in the next section.
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Description of the map. Preliminaries

In the present paper, we reformulate the continuous-time fashion cycle model of [12] into a discrete-time setting
as follows. Matching now takes place at a regular interval, 4 > 0, and from the current match and the next
match, the fraction = 1 e 4 > 0 of the players can switch actions before the next match. Then, the
dynamics of a discrete version of the Matsuyama fashion cycle model can be described by a family of 2D
discontinuous piecewise linear maps F : I 2 ! I 2 ; I 2 = [0; 1] [0; 1]; given by (xn+1 ; yn+1 ) = F (xn ; yn ) :
xn+1 =

(1
(1

)xn +
)xn

if P x (xn ; yn ) > 0
if P x (xn ; yn ) < 0

yn+1 =

(1
(1

)yn
)yn +

if P y (xn ; yn ) > 0
if P y (xn ; yn ) < 0

where
P x (xn ; yn ) = (xn

1=2) + mx (yn

P y (xn ; yn ) = (yn

1=2);

1=2) + my (xn

1=2)

(2)

and the parameters satisfy
0<

< 1; mx > 0; my > 0

(3)

Note that parameters mx , my and variables xn ; yn correspond to parameters m, m and variables t ; t ;
respectively, in the continuous time formulation of the model.
One can immediately notice that the variables are connected only via the discontinuity lines P x (xn ; yn ) = 0
and P y (xn ; yn ) = 0:8 Moreover, their dynamics are governed by the discontinuous function consisting of two
linear branches with equal slopes 1
a; where 0 < a < 1; so that map F can have neither repelling or
6 The asymptotic behaviors are independent of
> 0. Indeed, one could set = 1 without loss of generality by rescaling time
as t0 = t.
7 Note however that the mechanism of this bifurcation is related to the nonsmoothness of the system and not to a pair of
complex-conjugate eigenvalues crossing imaginary axis as it occurs in case of a Hopf bifurcation.
8 Note that map F is not de…ned at the discontinuity lines. In fact, such a de…nition does not in‡uences the overall bifurcation
structure of the parameter space which is the main subject of our study. What is really important for the bifurcation analysis are
the limit values of the system function on both sides of the borders.
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saddles cycles, nor chaotic dynamics. Nevertheless, the dynamics of F is quite interesting being characterised by
coexisting attracting cycles of di¤erent periods and complicated bifurcation structures related to these cycles,
which we are going to describe.
The discontinuity lines given in (2) subdivide the phase plane of map F into four regions denoted Di ; i = 1; 4;
associated with corresponding linear maps Fi . Let us rewrite the de…nition of map F in the following form
using its linear components:
x
y
x
y
x
y
x
y

F1 :
F2 :
F3 :
F4 :

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

7!
7!
7!
7!

)x
)y +
)x +
)y
)x
;
)y
)x +
)y +

; for (x; y) 2 D1
; for (x; y) 2 D2

(4)

for (x; y) 2 D3
; for (x; y) 2 D4

where
D1
D2
D3
D4

=
=
=
=

f(x; y) 2 I 2
f(x; y) 2 I 2
f(x; y) 2 I 2
f(x; y) 2 I 2

: P x (x; y) < 0;
: P x (x; y) > 0;
: P x (x; y) < 0;
: P x (x; y) > 0;

P y (x; y) < 0g
P y (x; y) > 0g
P y (x; y) > 0g
P y (x; y) < 0g

Property 1. Map F is symmetric with respect to (wrt for short) the point (x; y) = (1=2; 1=2) denoted S.
One can check that for points p = (x; y) and p0 = (1 x; 1 y) which are symmetric wrt S it holds that
F (p) and F (p0 ) are also symmetric wrt S. This property implies
Property 2. Any invariant set A of map F is either symmetric wrt S or there must exist one more invariant
set A0 which is symmetric to A wrt S.
The discontinuity lines P x (x; y) = 0 and P y (x; y) = 0 can be written as
Cx :

y=

1
mx

x

1
2

1
+ ;
2

Cy : y =

my x

1
2

+

1
2

(5)

In the (x; y)-plane C x and C y are straight lines with negative slopes, intersecting at point S. They coincide if
C:

my =

1
mx

(6)

in which case F is de…ned by the maps F1 and F2 only.
Depending on mx my ? 1; as well as mx ? 1; my ? 1; one can distinguish between 6 cases (see Fig.1 and
Fig.2) which in short can be characterised as follows:
For (mx ; my ) 2 RI = fmx my > 1; mx < 1g (Case I) and (mx ; my ) 2 RII = fmx my < 1; my > 1g (Case
II) map F has two attracting border …xed points, (x; y) = (0; 1) and (x; y) = (1; 0) (the …xed points of F1
and F2 ; respectively). It is easy to see that their basins are separated by the discontinuity line C x .
For (mx ; my ) 2 RIII = fmy < 1; mx < 1g (Case III) map F has either two coexisting attracting n-cycles,
n 2; denoted n and 0n , symmetric to each other wrt S and belonging, respectively, to the left and right
border of I 2 (denoted I0 and I1 ), or two coexisting Cantor set attractors, q 2 I0 and q 0 2 I1 ; associated
with an irrational rotation number , which are also symmetric to each other wrt S. Similarly to the
Cases I and II, the basins of coexisting attractors are separated by C x . In the ( ; mx ; my )-parameter
space associated with Case III a period adding bifurcation structure is observed which is formed by the
periodicity regions related to the border cycles.
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Figure 1: In the center: partitioning of the (mx ; my )-parameter plane into the regions RI , RII ;..., RIV . Around
the center: examples of the discontinuity lines C x , C y and attractors of map F associated with these regions.

Figure 2: 2D bifurcation diagram of map F in the (mx ; my )- and (arctan(mx ); arctan(my ))-parameter plane
for = 0:3. Color panel on the right indicates a correspondence between the colors of the parameter regions
and periods of the related cycles (some periods are indicated by numbers). In (a) some coexistence regions are
shown in gray.
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For (mx ; my ) 2 RIV = fmx my < 1; mx > 1g (Case IV) map F has an attracting interior 2-cycle denoted
2 (whose points belong to D1 and D2 and are symmetric wrt S), which may coexist or not with border
n-cycles n 2 I0 and 0n 2 I1 , or with border Cantor set attractors q 2 I0 and q 0 2 I1 .
For (mx ; my ) 2 RV = fmx my > 1; my < 1g (Case V) map F has an interior 2-cycle 2 which may
coexist or not with one interior 2n-cycle 2n , n 2; or with two interior cycles, 2n and 2(n+1) (each of
these cycles is symmetric wrt S). In the parameter space the related periodicity regions are organised in
a period incrementing bifurcation structure with incrementing step 2.
For (mx ; my ) 2 RV I = fmx > 1; my > 1g (Case VI) map F has one or several coexisting interior cycles
of even periods. In the parameter space there are l 1 period incrementing bifurcation structures, which
are partially overlapping, where l = log1 0:5 + 1: Here b c is the ‡oor function which for positive
numbers gives the integer part of the number.
Cases I and II are straightforward. Cases III, IV, V and VI are considered in detail in the following sections.
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Case III: two border n-cycles and period adding structure

For 0 < < 1 and (mx ; my ) 2 RIII any initial point (x0 ; y0 ) with y0 < m1x x 12 + 21 ; i.e., below the
discontinuity line C x (where the maps F1 and F3 are de…ned) converges to I0 ; given that x ! 0 as the number
of iterations tends to in…nity for both maps F1 and F3 . The dynamics of the y variable on I0 are governed by
the 1D piecewise linear map g de…ned as follows:
g : y ! g(y) =

gL (y) = (1
gR (y) = (1

)y + ;
)y;

0 y<c
c<y 1

(7)

where c = (my + 1)=2 > 1=2 is the discontinuity point of g: An example of map g is shown in Fig.3a where
= 0:3; my = 0:5.
The dynamics of such a class of maps, that is, 1D piecewise linear maps with one discontinuity point and
increasing contracting branches, are well studied (see, e.g., [9], [8], [1], [5]). Obviously, such maps cannot
have repelling cycles or chaotic invariant sets, but they can have attracting cycles of any period. Each such a
cycle, which appears/disappears due to BCB9 is associated with a rational rotation number. These cycles are
robust, that is persistent under parameter perturbations; in the parameter space the regions associated with
existence of these cycles, called periodicity regions, are organized in the period adding bifurcation structure.
Irrational rotation numbers are associated with Cantor set attractors (representing the closure of quasiperiodic
trajectories) which are not robust (see e.g., [8]). For map g the period adding bifurcation structure in the
( ; my )-parameter plane is shown in Fig.4. One can see that there are two boundaries of an n-periodicity region
associated with cycle n . These boundaries are related to collision of n with the discontinuity point from the
left and right sides. The analytical expressions of these boundaries can be written explicitly (see Appendix).
Given that map g does not depend on mx , in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the boundaries of the periodicity
regions in RIII are represented by horizontal straight lines (see Fig.2).
The dynamics of initial points (x0 ; y0 ) with y0 > m1x x 12 + 12 ; i.e., above C x (where maps F2 and
F4 are de…ned), are symmetric wrt S to those described above: any initial point converges to I1 , given that
x ! 1 as the number of iterations tends to in…nity for both maps F2 and F4 . The dynamics of the y variable
on I1 are de…ned by the 1D map g 0 which has the same linear branches as map g and discontinuity point
c0 = (1 my )=2 = 1 c < 1=2. Due to the symmetry, the bifurcation structure of the ( ; my )-parameter plane
of map g 0 is the same as for map g; with the only di¤erence related to the symbolic sequences10 of the coexisting
cycles: if map g has a cycle n then map g 0 has a symmetric cycle 0n whose symbolic sequence is obtained
9 Recall that a border collision bifurcation occurs when under parameter variation an invariant set of a piecewise smooth map
collides with a border at which the system function changes its de…nition, leading to a qualitative change in the dynamics ([14],
[15]).
1 0 The symbolic sequence of an n-cycle fx gn 1 of a map f de…ned on two partitions, associated with symbols L and R; can be
i 0
de…ned as = 0 1 ::: n 1 ; i 2 fL; Rg ; where i = L if xi 2 L and i = R if xi 2 R.
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Figure 3: Map g and g 0 de…ned on the left and right borders of I 2 are show in (a) and (b), respectively, at
= 0:3; my = 0:5 (Case III). Map g has a 3-cycle 3 with symbolic sequence L2 R; and map g 0 has a 3-cycle 03
with symbolic sequence R2 L.

Figure 4: Period adding bifurcation structure in the ( ; my )-parameter plane of maps g and g 0 de…ned in Case
III on the left and right borders of I 2 , respectively.

from the symbolic sequence of n interchanging the symbols L and R. For example, if a ( ; my )-parameter
point belongs to the 3-periodicity region, then both maps, g and g 0 ; have attracting 3-cycles, 3 with symbolic
sequence RL2 and 03 with symbolic sequence LR2 ; respectively (see Fig.3).
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Case IV: interior 2-cycle and two border n-cycles

The transition from Case III to Case IV (for increasing mx through 1 for some …xed 0 < my < 1) is associated
with the appearance of one more discontinuity point on the border I0 (and on the border I1 ) which is the point
(x; y) = (0; d) ((x; y) = (1; 1 d); respectively), where
d=

1 + mx
2mx

(8)

is the y-coordinate of the intersection point of the discontinuity line C x with border I0 . After such a transition
points of the segment of I0 (I1 ) with y 2 (d; 1) (y 2 (0; 1 d); respectively) as well as points of a neighbourhood
of this segment, are repelled from the borders. This leads to the appearance of an interior 2-cycle, according to
the following
8

2

Property 3. For any …xed 0 <
= fp0 ; p1 g; where
p0 =

2

< 1 and mx > 1, my < 1 map F has an interior attracting 2-cycle
1

;

1
2

2 D1 ;

p1 =

1
2

;

1
2

2 D2

(9)

To see this, note that considering map F 2 = F2 F1 ; its …xed point p0 is a point of an actual 2-cycle of map
F if p0 2 D1 (in such a case p1 = F (p0 ) 2 D2 due to the symmetry), that holds for mx > 1, my < 1; i.e., for
(mx ; my ) 2 RIV [ RV . For mx = 1 a BCB of 2 occurs at which p0 2 C x (and also p1 2 C x ), while for my = 1
a BCB occurs at which p0 2 C y (as well as p1 2 C y ), so that in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the boundaries of
the periodicity region associated with an interior 2-cycle are de…ned by the straight lines my = 1 and mx = 1.
For (mx ; my ) 2 RIV the 2-cycle 2 = fp0 ; p1 g (see Property 3) may coexist or not with border cycles n 2 I0
and 0n 2 I1 ; or, in a non generic case, with Cantor set attractors q 2 I0 and q 0 2 I1 .
In fact, the periodicity regions forming the period adding structure in region RIII extend to region RIV ;
however, in RIV each region has one more, vertical, boundary (see, for example, Fig.2), related to the mentioned
above new discontinuity points (x; y) = (0; d) 2 I0 and (x; y) = (1; 1 d) 2 I1 . To see which bifurcation is
associated with this boundary consider map g given in (7) and its absorbing interval J = [gR (c); gL (c)] to which
the related cycle n belongs (the cycle 0n belongs, respectively, to the absorbing interval J 0 = [gR (c0 ); gL (c0 )]).
For (mx ; my ) 2 RIV map g is de…ned not on the complete border I0 ; i.e., not for any y 2 [0; 1] as in Case III,
but for y 2 [0; d]; and any point (x; y) = (0; y) with y > d is mapped in the interior of I 2 . As long as gL (c) < d;
that is, if d 2
= J, the period adding structure of map F is not in‡uenced by the existence of point d, that is, it
extends from region RIII to region RIV . If gL (c) = d that holds for
B:

my =

1
mx
mx (1
)

(10)

the absorbing interval J has a contact with d (see Fig.2 where curve B is shown). If gL (c) > d; i.e., if d 2 J;
new discontinuity point y = d can collide (for increasing mx ) with the rightmost point of cycle n ; and this
BCB de…nes the vertical borders of the periodicity regions in RIV (their analytical expressions are given in
Appendix). A collision of the discontinuity point y = c can no longer occur with n from the right side (because
such a collision means also a collision of the critical point gL (c) with the rightmost point of n ) and, thus, the
periodicity regions in RIV have no lower BCB boundary, while such a collision from the left side can still occur
(for increasing my ), and this BCB is associated with the upper boundary of the related periodicity region.

Figure 5: Case IV. Coexisting attracting interior 2-cycle and two border 3-cycles together with their basins.
Here = 0:3 and (mx ; my ) = (1:3; 0:45) in (a), (mx ; my ) = (1:75; 0:45) in (b), so that the (mx ; my )-parameter
point is, respectively, below and above curve B given in (10).
Clearly, the appearance of an attracting internal cycle 2 leads to a change in the basins of attraction of
the cycles n and 0n , moreover, these basins di¤er depending on the location of the (mx ; my )-parameter point
9

wrt curve B. Recall that for (mx ; my ) 2 RIII the basins of n and 0n are separated by the discontinuity line
C x : For (mx ; my ) 2 RIV with my < m1x (1mx ) ; that is, if (mx ; my )-point is below the curve B, the basins of n
and 0n remain simply connected (see an example in Fig.5a where an interior 2-cycle coexists with two border
3-cycles). On the other hand, for (mx ; my ) 2 RIV with my > m1x (1mx ) ; that is, if (mx ; my )-point is above the
curve B, the basins of n and 0n are disconnected in I 2 (an example is shown in Fig.5b). All the basins are
separated by the proper segments of the discontinuity lines C x , C y and their preimages. It is worth to note also
that curve B converges to curve C as ! 0, that is, the subregion of RIV associated with disconnected basins
decreases and disappears as ! 0.
In the transition from Case IV to Case V crossing the curve C given in (6), for example, increasing my for
…xed mx > 1 (see e.g., Fig.2), the discontinuity curves C x and C y are merging and switching their position wrt
each other. As a result, in the parameter region above the curve C the cycles n and 0n no longer exist (it can
be shown that in a lower neighbourhood of the curve C only the basic cycles n 2 I0 and 0n 2 I1 , n 1, with
symbolic sequences Ln R and Rn L, respectively, still exist), while new interior cycles may appear as we show in
the next section.

6
6.1

Cases V, VI: Interior cycles and period incrementing structures
Border collision bifurcations of an interior cycle

1
2n 1
Let us denote an interior cycle of map F as 2n = fpi g2n
i=0 = f(xi ; yi )gi=0 ; n
by a symbolic sequence = 0 1 ::: 2n 1 where i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g and
8
1 if pi 2 D1
>
>
<
2 if pi 2 D2
i =
3 if pi 2 D3
>
>
:
4 if pi 2 D4

Property 4. Let (mx ; my ) 2 RV [ RV I . Any interior cycle
symbolic sequence 1k 4l 2k 3l where k 1; l 0. The period of

2n ;
2n

1: We represent such a cycle

n 1; of map F can be represented by the
can be written as 2n = 2(k + l).

To see this consider …rst an arbitrary initial point q0 = (x0 ; y0 ) 2 D1 : Applying map F1 the trajectory moves
along the straight line y = y0x0 1 x + 1 approaching the …xed point (x; y) = (0; 1) of map F1 . Two cases can be
distinguished:
(1) If after a number i 1 of iterations by F1 it holds that qi = F1i (q0 ) 2 D2 (this can occur if (mx ; my ) 2
RV and cannot occur if (mx ; my ) 2 RV I ), then applying F2 the trajectory moves along the straight line
y = xiyi 1 (x 1) towards the …xed point (x; y) = (1; 0) of F2 : It is easy to see that the trajectory necessarily
comes back to D1 where F1 is applied again. As a result, applying only the maps F1 and F2 ; the trajectory is
attracted to the 2-cycle 2 (see Property 3) which can be represented by the symbolic sequence 11 40 21 30 : Here
the upper index 0 means that the related symbol is absent in the symbolic sequence. The parameter region
de…ned by mx > 1; my < 1; associated with 2 is denoted P0;1 .
(2) If after a number i 1 of iterations by F1 it holds that qi = F1i (q0 ) 2 D4 (this can occur for (mx ; my ) 2
RV and necessarily occurs for (mx ; my ) 2 RV I ), then applying map F4 the trajectory moves along the straight
line y = 11 xyii x + 1 towards the …xed point (x; y) = (1; 1) of map F4 ; and after a number j 1 of iterations it
necessarily enters region D2 , that is, qi+j = F4j F1i (p0 ) 2 D2 . Then, after a number of iterations by F2 the
trajectory enters region D3 ; and applications by F3 lead the trajectory back to region D1 . In such a way a cycle
(of period at least 4) of map F may exist.
1
Consider a cycle 2n = fpi g2n
of map F; n
2, where p0 is the rightmost periodic point in D1 . Then
i=0
following the same reasoning as for a generic trajectory, we can state that there are numbers k 1 and l 1
such that pk = F1k (p0 ) 2 D4 and pk+l = F4l F1k (p0 ) 2 D2 : Due to the symmetry of F wrt S; point pk+l is
necessarily symmetric wrt S to point p0 , that is, it holds pk+l = (1 x0 ; 1 y0 ), and there are other k 1 points
of 2n in D2 as well as l points in D3 ; each of which is symmetric to the related point pi ; 1 i k + l 1.
Thus, the cycle 2n can be represented by the symbolic sequence 1k 4l 2k 3l . We denote its existence region in
the (mx ; my )-parameter plane as Pl;k . Two examples of 2n are presented in Fig.6.
10

2(k+l) 1

Figure 6: Examples of interior cycles 2(k+l) = fpi gi=0
of map F with k points in region D1 ; l points in
D4 ; k points in region D2 and l points in region D3 . In case (a) the related periodicity region Pl;k has four
boundaries, while in case (b) Pl;k is unbounded on two sides (see Proposition 1).

Property 5. The rightmost point p0 2 D1 of the cycle
sequence 1k 4l 2k 3l has the following coordinates:
p0 = (x0 ; y0 ) =

pk+l = (al (ak x0
x0 ; 1

1
= fpi g2n
i=0 ; n

al+k
al
;
1 + al+k 1 + al+k

To see this note that for p0 2 D1 ; where p0 is the point of

then (11) follows from pk+l = (1

2n

2n

1; of map F with symbolic

; a := 1

(11)

in D1 with the largest x0 coordinate, it holds

1) + 1; al+k (y0

1) + 1)

y0 ):

Proposition 1 Let 0 < < 1; a = 1
; and (mx ; my ) 2 RV [ RV I . Suppose map F has a cycle 2n =
1
fpi g2n
;
n
2:
Then
it
is
an
interior
attracting
cycle of period 2(k + l) with the symbolic sequence 1k 4l 2k 3l ,
i=0
where 1 l l; k l; and l = log1 0:5 + 1. In the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the related periodicity region
Pl;k is con…ned by at most four boundaries associated with the border collision bifurcations of 2n :
1
Bl;k
:

my =

al+k 1
=: m1y(l;k)
1 + al (ak 2)

(p0 2 C y )

2
Bl;k
:

my =

al+k 1 (2 a)
1 + al 1 (ak+1

(p2(k+l)

3
Bl;k
:

mx =

1 al+k
=: m3x(l;k)
1 + ak (al 2)

(pk 2 C x )

4
Bl;k
:

mx =

1 al+k 1 (2
1 + ak 1 (al+1

(pk

1
=: m2y(l;k)
2)

a)
=: m4x(l;k)
2)

1

1

(12)
2 Cy)

2 C x)

(13)
(14)
(15)

1
2
3
2
3
4
The region Pl;k can be one-side unbounded (only the boundaries Bl;k
; Bl;k
and Bl;k
; or Bl;k
; Bl;k
and Bl;k
; exist)
2
3
or two-side unbounded (only the boundaries Bl;k and Bl;k exist).
1
Proof. Let 0 < < 1, (mx ; my ) 2 RV [ RV I : Suppose that map F has a cycle 2n = fpi g2n
1: Then
i=0 ; n
k l k l
can
be
represented
by
the
symbolic
sequence
1
4
2
3
(see
Property
4),
where
1
l
l;
k
l
(the
value
l is
2n
discussed in Proposition 2), and the rightmost point p0 2 D1 of 2n has coordinates given in (11) (see Property
5).
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Increasing my (the slope of the discontinuity line C y given in (5) becomes larger in modulus, see Fig.7a) a
1
BCB of 2n can occur at which p0 2 C y . From the condition p0 2 C y the boundary Bl;k
of Pl;k is obtained (see
1
Fig.7b). Obviously, such a BCB cannot occur if x0
2 (see Fig.6b) given that it must hold my > 0 (i.e., the
1
1
slope of C y must be negative). Thus, if x0
;
that
is,
if 1 + al (ak 2) 0; the boundary Bl;k
of Pl;k does
2
1
not exist and Pl;k is at least one-side unbounded. Note that in such a case it holds that my(l;k) < 0:

1
Figure 7: Approaching boundary Bl;k
of the periodicity region Pl;k by increasing my : in (a) it is shown how
y
the curve C moves, and in (b) the related boundary is indicated.

Decreasing my (the slope of C y becomes smaller in modulus, see Fig.8a) a BCB of
p2(k+l) 1 2 C y where
al+k 1
al 1
;
p2(k+l) 1 =
l+k
1+a
1 + al+k

2n

can occur at which

2
From the condition p2(k+l) 1 2 C y the boundary Bl;k
is obtained (see Fig.8b). It is easy to see that for the
2
considered parameter values such a BCB always occurs, that is, the boundary Bl;k
of Pl;k always exists.

2
Figure 8: Approaching boundary Bl;k
of the periodicity region Pl;k by decreasing my : in (a) it is shown how
y
the curve C moves, and in (b) the related boundary is indicated.

Let now mx be decreasing (the slope of the discontinuity line C x de…ned in (5) becomes larger in modulus,
see Fig.9a). Then a BCB of 2n can occur at which pk 2 C x where
pk =

al+k
1 + ak (al 1)
;
1 + al+k
1 + al+k

12

3
The equation for Bl;k
is obtained from the condition pk 2 C x (Fig.9b). For the considered parameter values
3
such a BCB always occurs so that the boundary Bl;k
of Pl;k always exists.

3
Figure 9: Approaching boundary Bl;k
of the periodicity region Pl;k by decreasing mx : in (a) it is shown how
x
the curve C moves, and in (b) the related boundary is indicated.

Increasing mx (the slope of C x becomes smaller in modulus, see Fig.10a) a BCB of
pk 1 2 C x where
al+k 1 1 + ak 1 (al+1 1)
pk 1 =
;
1 + al+k
1 + al+k

2n

can occur at which

1
4
is obtained from pk 1 2 C x (see Fig.10b). Such a BCB cannot occur if yk 1
The equation for Bl;k
2 (see
1
x
Fig.6b) given that it must hold mx > 0 (i.e., the slope of C must be negative). Thus, if yk 1
2 ; that is,
4
if 1 + ak 1 (al+1 2)
0; it holds that the boundary Bl;k
of Pl;k does not exist and Pl;k is at least one-side
unbounded. Note that in such a case m4x(l;k) < 0 (in (15) the inequality 1 al+k 1 (2 a) > 0 follows from
xl+k 1 < 12 ).

4
Figure 10: Approaching boundary Bl;k
of the periodicity region Pl;k by increasing mx : in (a) it is shown how
x
the curve C moves, and in (b) the related boundary is indicated.

To summarize, if all the BCB values given in (12)-(15) are positive, it holds that m1y(l;k) > m2y(l;k) and
1
2
3
4
m4x(l;k) > m3x(l;k) , that is, Bl;k
; Bl;k
; Bl;k
and Bl;k
are, respectively, upper, lower, left and right boundaries of
1
Pl:k : If for some values of k; l it holds that my(l;k) < 0 (i.e., 1 + al (ak 2) > 0) then such a region is unbounded
from above, while if m4x(l;k) < 0 (i.e., 1 + ak 1 (al+1 2) < 0) holds then the related region is unbounded from
the right.
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Figure 11: BCB boundaries of the periodicity regions Pl;k ; l = 1; 2; k
parameter plane for = 0:3:

6.2

l, in the (arctan(mx ); arctan(my ))-

Properties of the period incrementing structures

Fig.11a shows an example of the BCB boundaries con…ning the periodicity regions Pl;k in the (arctan(mx );
arctan(my ))-parameter plane for = 0:3 (some boundaries are shown in color associated with the colliding
cycle). As we show below (see Proposition 2), for such a value of it holds that l
l = 2; that is, there
1
1
are two sets of periodicity regions, fP1;k gk=1 and fP2;k gk=2 ; which are related to the cycles with symbolic
sequences 1k 41 2k 31 and 1k 42 2k 32 : In Fig.11b the BCB boundaries of the periodicity regions are superposed
on the 2D bifurcation diagram obtained numerically. One can see that the regions P1;k and P1;k+1 ; k
1,
1
are partially overlapping and for k ! 1 they accumulate to mx = 1+ : So, the set of regions fP1;k gk=1 form
1
a period incrementing bifurcation structure with incrementing step 2. The same holds for regions fP2;k gk=2 .
Note that regions P1;1 and P2;2 are two side unbounded, P1;2 is unbounded from the right and P2;k ; k 3; are
unbounded from above. Note also that the periodicity regions of di¤erent incrementing structures, that is, for
l = 1 and l = 2, are also partially overlapping, so that more than 2 di¤erent cycles may coexist. An example of
4 coexisting cycles11 is shown in Fig.12b, and the related parameter point is indicated in Fig.12a.
Proposition 2 For a …xed 0 < < 1 the number of the period incrementing bifurcation structures in the
(mx ; my )-parameter plane of map F is given by
l = log1

0:5 + 1

(16)

that is, map F can have cycles with symbolic sequences 1k 4l 2k 3l for any 1
the integer part of the number.

l

l and k

l: Here b c denotes

Proof. Suppose that 0 < < 1 is …xed and in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane of map F there is more than
1
one period incrementing structure. Consider a set of periodicity regions fPl;k gk=l for some …xed l 2: For the
boundaries of these regions, de…ned in (12)-(15), we have
lim m3x(l;k) = 1;

k!1

lim m1y(l;k) =

k!1

lim m4x(l;k) = 1

k!1

1
2(1

)l

1

=: my;l

1 1 As it follows from Proposition 2 the number of incrementing structures increases as
structures can overlap leading to more than 4 coexisting cycles.
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(17)
! 0: Then more than 2 incrementing

Figure 12: (a) BCB boundaries of the periodicity regions in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane for = 0:3; some
periods are indicated by numbers; (b) For = 0:3; mx = 1:4; my = 3:2 (the related point is indicated by red
circle in (a)) in the phase plane there are coexisting 8-, 10-, 12- and 14-cycles with symbolic sequences 13 41 23 31 ;
14 41 24 31 ; 14 42 24 32 and 15 42 25 32 , respectively.

lim m2y(l;k) =

k!1

1
)l

2(1

1

1

= my;l

1

(18)

Since the convergence of the sequence m2y(l;k) as k ! 1 is monotone, m2y(l;k+1) < m2y(l;k) , it follows that if the
2
sequence of lower boundaries Bl;k
of Pl;k converges to a positive value, that is, if my;l 1 > 0; the related set of
periodicity regions, forming a period incrementing structure, exists. From the condition my;l 1 > 0 we get that
l l = log1 0:5 + 1.
The next two properties follow immediately from (16):
Property 6. For 0:5 < < 1 it holds that l = 1; i.e., in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane there is only one
period incrementing structure formed by periodicity regions P1;k , k 1; unbounded from above (where P1;1 is
unbounded from the right side as well).
Property 7. As
in…nity.

! 0 the number l of incrementing structures in the (mx ; my )-parameter plane tends to

As an example, Fig.13a presents the BCB boundaries for = 0:1; and in Fig.13b they are superposed on
the 2D bifurcation diagram obtained numerically. For such a value of there are l = 7 period incrementing
structures. For = 0:01; for example, there are already l = 69 period incrementing structures.
1
For the period incrementing structure fP1;k gk=1 ; k
1, the following property can be veri…ed by direct
computation:
2
3
Property 8. In the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the vertex point p2;3
1;k := B1;k \ B1;k of each region P1;k ; k
given by (mx ; my ) = (m3x(1;k) ; m2y(1;k) ); belongs to the curve C given in (6), that is, m2y(1;k) = 1=m3x(1;k) .

1;

1
3
Let us consider now the vertex point p1;3
l;k := Bl;k \ Bl;k of the periodicity region Pl;k ; given by (mx ; my ) =
when it exists. From Property 6 it follows that a necessary condition for the existence of such
a point is 0 < < 0:5:

(m3x(l;k) ; m1y(l;k) );

Property 9. In the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the vertex point p1;3
l;k of any periodicity region Pl;k ; if it exists
(i.e., if 1 + ak 1 (al+1 2) > 0), is located above the diagonal my = mx :
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Figure 13: BCB boundaries of the periodicity regions Pl:k ; 1
parameter plane for = 0:1:

l

7; k

l; in the (arctan(mx ); arctan(my ))-

A simple corollary of this property is that regions P1;k ; k 1, extend from the parameter region RV to the
parameter region RV I : Moreover, the following property holds:
1

Property 10. In the parameter region RV there is only the period incrementing structure fP1;k gk=1 (extending to RV I ) which is overlapped by region P0;1 related to 2-cycle 2 (see Property 3).
To see this, note that for 0 < < 0:5 it holds that my;1 = 1 12 > 1; my;2 = 1 (see (17), (18)) and for any
1
k 2 we have that m2y(2;k+1) < m2y(2;k) , that is, the period incrementing structure fP2;k gk=2 is located in RV I :
The above property means that for (mx ; my ) 2 RV map F has an interior 2-cycle 2 which may coexist or
not with one cycle having symbolic sequence 1k 41 2k 31 ; k 1, or with two such cycles, with symbolic sequence
1k 41 2k 31 and 1k+1 41 2k+1 31 : For example, in Fig.14a an interior 2-cycle coexists with 8-cycle 13 41 23 31 , and in
Fig.14b it coexists with 6-cycle 12 41 22 31 and 8-cycle 13 41 23 31 .

Figure 14: Coexisting interior 2- and 8-cycles in (a) and 2-, 6- and 8-cycles in (b), and their basins. Here
= 0:3; my = 0:8 and mx = 1:5 in (a) and mx = 2 in (b).
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Figure 15: An example of parallelogram P with vertices given in (19) and (20), which can be constructed in
the (x; y)-phase plane of map F for my > mx ; mx > 1 and 0 < < 1.

6.3

Codimension-two BCB of an interior cycle

3
2
Consider a periodicity region Pl;k and its vertex point p1;3
l;k = (mx(l;k) ; my(l;k) ) (assuming that it exists, that is,
1 + ak 1 (al+1 2) > 0). In this section we describe the particular BCB of the related cycle 2(l+k) ; associated
with such a parameter point.
We …rst construct for …xed (mx ; my ) 2 RV [ RV I an auxiliary parallelogram P in the (x; y)-phase plane (see
an example in Fig.15), with vertices p = (xp ; yp ) 2 C y , q = (xq ; yq ) 2 C x ; p0 = (x0p ; yp0 ) 2 C y , q 0 = (x0q ; yq0 ) 2 C x
(where p0 and q 0 are symmetric wrt S to p and q, respectively) and edges belonging to straight lines connecting
point p (as well as q 0 ) with point (0; 0); and q (as well as p) with (0; 1): By symmetry, the other two edges
belong to straight lines connecting p0 (as well as q) with (1; 1); and q 0 (as well as p0 ) with (1; 0): Recall that
(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1) and (1; 0) are the …xed points of F3 ; F1 ; F4 and F2 ; respectively, which are virtual for F .
The mentioned above straight lines are denoted, respectively, as L00 ; L01 ; L11 and L10 :

L00

:

L11

:

yp
x;
xp
yp0 1
(x
y= 0
xp 1
y=

yq 1
x+1
xq
yq0
: y= 0
(x 1)
xq 1

L01 : y =
1) + 1;

L10

After some algebra one can get the coordinates of the vertices p; q; p0 and q 0 :
p = (xp ; yp ) =

1
M 1
+
;
2 2my 2

M
2

; q = (xq ; yq ) =

1
2

p0 = (x0p ; yp0 ) =

1
2

M 1 M
; +
2my 2
2

; q 0 = (x0q ; yq0 ) =

1 M 1
+
;
2
2 2

where
M=

M 1
M
; +
2 2 2mx
M
2mx

(19)
(20)

my mx
mx my 1

Note that by construction it must be 21 < xp < 1 and 21 < yq < 1, that is, the inequalities 0 < M < 1; leading
to mx > 1; mx my > 1 and my > mx ; have to be satis…ed. The inequalities mx > 1; mx my > 1 are satis…ed for
the considered regions RV and RV I ; thus, we can state the following
17

1

Figure 16: Period incrementing structure fP3;k gk=3 for = 0:1 (a) and = 0:05 (b). The curves Vk de…ned in
(21), to which the vertex points p1;3
k 100. The region P3;5 is highlighted.
l;k belong, are shown for 1

Property 11. In the (x; y)-phase plane of map F a parallelogram P with vertices p; q; p0 and q 0 , given in
(19) and (20), can be constructed if my > mx ; mx > 1; independently on .
The following property can be veri…ed by straightforward calculations:
Property 12. The vertex point p1;3
l;k of region Pl;k is a codimension-2 BCB point at which four points of the
cycle 2(l+k) collide with the borders: p0 = p 2 C y ; pk = q 2 C x , pk+l = p0 2 C y and p2k+l = q 0 2 C x ; where
p; q; p0 and q 0 are given in (19) and (20).
1
3
Recall that at the parameter point p1;3
l;k the inequality my(l;k) > mx(l;k) holds, thus, from Property 11 it
follows that the parallelogram P can be constructed.
Note that from p0 = p it follows that points p1;3
l;k for di¤erent k belong to the curves

Vk :

my =

ak mx
mx (ak 1) + 1

(21)

which for …xed k and ! 0 (i.e., a ! 1 ) tend to the diagonal my = mx ; while for …xed and k ! 1 tend to
the vertical line mx = 1. In Fig.16 the curves Vk are shown for 1 k 100 and = 0:1 in Fig.16a, = 0:05 in
Fig.16b.
my +1
my 1
It is interesting to note that as mx ! 1+ ; it holds that p ! 2m
; 0 ; q ! (0; 1) ; p0 ! 2m
; 1 and
y
y
q 0 ! (1; 0) (see (19) and (20)). We can formulate the following

Property 13. Let my > 1 and 0 < < 1 be …xed and mx ! 1+ : Then for interior cycles 2(l+k) it holds that
k ! 1 and points pk 1 and pk tend to (0; 1); while the symmetric points p0k 1 = p2k+l 1 and p0k = p2k+l tend
to (1; 0). Crossing the boundary mx = 1 (so that the (mx ; my ) parameter point enters region RI ) leads to the
attracting …xed points (x; y) = (0; 1) and (x; y) = (1; 0).
Proposition 3 Let 0 < < 1, my > mx and mx > 1: Then in the generic case any initial point (x0 ; y0 ) is
attracted to a cycle 2n ; n
2, of map F , and points of this cycle are external to the parallelogram P with
vertices p; q; p0 and q 0 , given in (19) and (20).
Proof. Generic case here means that the (mx ; my )-parameter point does not belong to a BCB boundary of some
periodicity region. To prove this statement let us consider a non-generic case related to the parameter point
1;3
pl;k
at which p0 2 C y and pk 2 C x and p0 = p; pk = q (see Property 9). Then increasing mx and decreasing my
(so that the parameter point enters the region Pl;k ) the points of the cycle 2(l+k) remain unchanged because
their coordinates do not depend on mx ; my , while the vertices of parallelogram P move towards point S : it is
18

easy to check that for increasing mx and decreasing my the value yp increases, thus, the value xp decreases, so
that the vertex p becomes closer to S, and the same conclusion holds also for the other vertices of P . Thus, the
points of the cycle, when it exists (i.e., for (mx ; my ) 2 Pl;k ), cannot be located inside parallelogram P (recall
that parallelogram P shrinks to point S for my = mx , and does not exist for my < mx ).

7

Discrete versus continuous time model: a comparison of dynamics

As we already mentioned map F given in (4) describes the dynamics of a discrete-time version of the continuoustime fashion cycle model given in (1). In the present section we show that the dynamics of map F as ! 0
converge to those of the original continuous-time model. Recall that the discrete-time and continuous-time
versions are related via 1
= e 4 , and ! 0 as 4 ! 0, where 4 is the time-delay in the discrete time
formulation.
Similar to the partitioning of the (mx ; my )-parameter plane of the discrete-time model, the (m; m )-parameter
plane of the continuous-time model can be subdivided into six regions according to the location of the discontinuity lines Pt = 0 and Pt = 0: Case I (m < 1 < mm ), Case II (m < mm < 1), Case III (mm < m < 1),
Case IV (m > 1 > mm ), Case V (m > mm > 1) and Case VI (mm > m > 1). The last case is further divided
in Case VIa (m m > 1) and Case VIb (m > m > 1). In the center of Fig.17 we show the corresponding
partitioning of the (m; m )-parameter plane and around the center the corresponding dynamics are illustrated.
The description of possible attractors of the system

is summarized in

Proposition 4 [12] The attractors of system de…ned in (1) depending on parameters m and m are given
by
(a) ( t ; t ) = (0; 1) and ( t ; t ) = (1; 0) if m > 1; m < 1 (Cases I and II);
and ( t ; t ) = 1; 1 2m if m < 1; mm < 1 (Cases III and IV);
(b) ( t ; t ) = 0; 1+m
2
1
<m
m (Cases V and VIa);
(c) ( t ; t ) = 21 ; 12 if m
(d) a limit cycle which is parallelogram L de…ned by vertices

P =

1
X1 1
+
;
2 2m 2

X1
2

; Q=

1
2

P0 =

1
2

X1 1 X1
; +
2m 2
2

; Q=

1 X1 1
+
;
2
2 2

where
X1 =

m
mm

X1 1 X1
; +
2 2
2m
X1
2m

(22)

(23)

m
1

if m > m > 1 (Case VIb).
Comparing the dynamics of the discrete- and continuous-time fashion cycle models we can state the following
Proposition 5 For ! 0 the dynamics of the discrete-time fashion cycle model de…ned by map F given in (4)
converges to the dynamics of the continuous-time fashion cycle model de…ned by the system given in (1).
Proof. In Cases I and II both models are associated with attracting border …xed points (0; 1) and (1; 0).
For Cases III and IV …rst note that the border cycles n and 0n of map F belong to the intervals J =
[gR (c); gL (c)] I0 and J 0 = [gR (c0 ); gL (c0 )] I1 , respectively. It is easy to see that as ! 0 intervals J and J 0
1 m
1+m
shrink to the discontinuity points 0; 2 y and 1; 2 y ; respectively, so that the border cycles n and 0n
also shrink to these points. Moreover, the interior 2-cycle 2 = fp0 ; p1 g (see (9)) existing in the parameter region
RIV and RV (Cases IV and V), shrinks to point S as ! 0 (recall that point S is de…ned by (x; y) = 21 ; 12 ).
It can be shown that in Case IV the basin of attraction of 2 also shrinks. Thus, in Cases III and IV there is a
correspondence of attractors of F as ! 0 with those of system (see item (b) of Proposition 4).
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Figure 17: In the center: Partitioning of the (m; m )-parameter plane into the regions associated with di¤erent
cases of continuous time fashin cycle model . Around the center: The ( t ; t )-phase plane where examples of
the discontinuity lines and attractors, corresponding to these regions, are shown.

In Case VI for my mx ; as well as in Case V, i.e., for the (mx ; my )-parameter point satisfying m1x
my
mx , the trajectories of map F as ! 0 tend to point S, as illustrated by the 1D bifurcation diagrams versus
x for my = 2 and mx = 3 in Fig.18a, and my = mx = 2 in Fig.18b. Recall that map F can have coexisting
cycles, and some of them are shown in Fig.18 by di¤erent colors. As one can see, for decreasing points of each
cycle, as long as this cycle exists, tend to S, however, such a cycle may disappear due to a BCB.
my
mx . Such a
In fact, let 0 < < 1 be …xed. Consider a parameter point (mx ; my ) satisfying m1x
point necessarily belongs to one or several (overlapping) periodicity regions. Let (mx ; my ) 2 Pl;k ; then map F
has the cycle 2(l+k) with point p0 2 D1 de…ned in (11). From (11) it follows that decreasing the point p0 (as
well as any other point of 2(l+k) ) tends to S: In the meantime, decreasing the value m1y(l;k) (related to the
1
3
BCB boundary Bl;k
) decreases and the value m3x(l;k) (related to Bl;k
) increases, that can be veri…ed using (21).
It is illustrated in Fig.16, where the region P3;5 is highlighted for = 0:1 in Fig.16a and = 0:05 in Fig.16b.
Thus, decreasing cycle 2(l+k) either shrinks to S; or disappears due to a BCB colliding either with C y (if
1
3
boundary Bl;k
is crossed) or with C x (if Bl;k
is crossed). Given that for each …xed my mx and decreasing
the period of cycles of map F may increase but it remains …nite (i.e., l and k in (11) do not tend to in…nity), it
holds that in the considered case the limit sets of the trajectories of F shrink to S, i.e., there is a correspondence
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Figure 18: 1D bifurcation diagram
(c) mx = 1:5.

versus x of map F for 0 <

< 0:1, my = 2 and (a) mx = 3; (b) mx = 2;

with item (c) of Proposition 4.
In Case VI for my > mx the trajectories of map F as ! 0 tend to cycles whose period tends to in…nity
and whose location tends to the parallelogram P with vertices de…ned in (19), (20) (note that these vertices
correspond to those de…ned in (22), (23)). This case is illustrated in Fig.18c, where the 1D bifurcation diagram
versus x is shown for my = 2 and mx = 1:5. Here the points xq and x0q which are x-coordinates of the vertices
q and q 0 of P , are also indicated. Note that for mx ! 1+ it holds that xq ! 0 and x0q ! 1.

Figure 19: (a) In Case VI for my > mx and ! 0 limit sets of trajectories of map F tend to parallelogram P ;
(b) the related parallelogram and convergence to it in the continuous-time fashion cycle model.
In fact, similarly to the previous case, for …xed (mx ; my ) 2 Pl;k (with my > mx ) and decreasing the points
of the related cycle 2(l+k) tend to S; however, 2(l+k) necessarily disappears due to a BCB colliding either
1
3
with C y when the boundary Bl;k
is crossed, or with C x when Bl;k
is crossed (recall that as ! 0 the point p1;3
l;k
tends to the diagonal my = mx , with decreasing m1y(l;k) and increasing m3x(l;k) ). Each new cycle which appears
for decreasing has a higher period, moreover, according to Proposition 3, any cycle of map F remains external
to the parallelogram P (recall that its vertices do not depend on ). Thus, parallelogram P is a limit set for
the trajectories of map F as ! 0; which corresponds to item (d) of Proposition 4 (see Fig.19 where one can
compare the parallelograms and trajectories of discrete- and continuous-time models in Case VIb).
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Concluding remarks

We considered a 2D piecewise linear discontinuous map F depending on three parameters, which is a discretetime version of the continuous-time fashion cycle model introduced in [12]. The map is chartarized by attracting
cycles of di¤erent periods, with possible coexistence. Our objective was twofold: to describe the bifurcation
structure of the parameter space of map F and to compare the obtained results with those associated with
the continuous-time model. In fact, the bifurcation structure of map F is quite interesting: it is formed by
the periodicity regions of attracting cycles organized in the period adding and period incrementing bifurcation
structures. Recall that these structures are known to be characteristic for 1D piecewise monotone maps with one
discontinuity point. In map F the period adding structure is standard being observed when map F is reduced
to a 1D piecewise linear map. As for the period incrementing structure, it is related to the 2D dynamics and
associated with the following peculiarities: if the coe¢ cient of the contraction of the linear maps de…ning F
is larger than 1=2 then several partially overlapping period incrementing structures are observed, moreover,
their number goes to in…nity if the contraction coe¢ cient tends to 1 (that corresponds also to the time-delay
in the discrete time formulation of the model tending to zero). This leads, in particular, to more than two
coexisting attracting cycles whose basin boundaries are formed by proper segments of discontinuity lines and
their preimages. The rather simple analytical representation of map F allowed us to get the boundaries of all
the periodicity regions in explicit form. We showed also that the dynamics of map F converges to the dynamics
of its continuous-time counterpart if the time-delay in the discrete time formulation of the model tends to zero.
The question arises to which extent the considered fashion cycle model can be generalized. One possible
direction is to break the symmetry of map F . Recall that in the present formulation the map is symmetric wrt
the point (x; y) = (1=2; 1=2) which is the intersection point of two discontinuity lines. We expect that if this point
is no longer in the center of the unit square, the overall bifurcation structure will be only quantitatively modi…ed.
However, a de…nite answer to this question requires further research. It is also interesting to investigate the
conditions for the existence of multiple overlapping period incrementing structures in a generic 2D piecewise
linear map with one or two discontinuity lines.
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APPENDIX
The period adding bifurcation structure, also known as Arnold tongues or mode-locking tongues, is characteristic for a certain class of circle maps, for discontinuous maps de…ned by two increasing functions, for nonlinear
maps undergoing Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, etc. (see, e.g. [9], [8], [4], [5]). The periodicity regions forming
this structure in the parameter space of map F given in (4) are associated with attracting n-cycles, n 2; of
the 1D piecewise linear discontinuous map g given in (7) de…ned on the left border of I 2 (as well as with the
symmetric n-cycles of map g 0 de…ned on the right border of I 2 ). Recall that for 0 < < 1 and my < 1; mx < 1
(Case III) the left and right borders of I 2 are invariant, and map F on these borders is reduced on the 1D maps
g and g 0 , respectively. Given that dynamics of these maps are symmetric to each other wrt points S, below we
consider the dynamics of map g only.
To describe the period adding structure we …rst need to introduce the symbolic representation of a cycle.
The two partitions, 0 < y < c and c < y < 1 where c = (my + 1)=2; in which two linear branches of map g
(with slopes a = 1
< 1) are de…ned, are associated with symbols L and R: Using these symbols any generic
n 1
n-cycle fyi g0
of map g can be represented by a symbolic sequence = 0 1 ::: n 1 ; i 2 fL; Rg ; where
i = L if yi 2 L and i = R if yi 2 R. The rotation number of the n-cycle can be de…ned as m=n, where n is
the number of points of the cycle (i.e., its period) and m is the number of points in the right partition. The
periodicity regions forming the period adding structure are related to cycles with di¤erent rotation numbers.
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These regions are ordered in the parameter space according to the Farey summation rule applied to the rotation
numbers of the related cycles, namely, between the regions corresponding to the cycles with rotation numbers
m1 =n1 and m2 =n2 (which are Farey neighbors) there is a region related to the cycle with rotation number
(m1 + m2 )=(n1 + n2 ):
A more generic de…nition of the rotation number is given as
n

1X
n!1 n

(y) = lim

r (g

k

(y))

k=0

where

r

is the characteristic function of the right partition:
r (y)

=

0 if 0 < y < c
1 if c < y < 1

For map g the rotation number is the same for any point y, (y) := . If is a rational number, the above
de…nition coincides with the one given for a cycle, while if is an irrational number then map g has a Cantor
set attractor (represented by the closure of quasiperiodic trajectories). Such an attractor is not persistent under
parameter perturbations.
To get the boundaries of the periodicity regions analytically, all the cycles associated with the period adding
structure are …rst grouped into certain families, called complexity levels (see [9], [1], [5]). For the sake of
simplicity we denote a cycle by its symbolic sequence. The complexity level one includes two families of basic
cycles:
1
1
C1;1 = fLRn1 gn1 =1 ; C2;1 = fRLn1 gn1 =1
(24)
Recall that any n-cycle of map g is always attracting, with multiplier = an < 1. Thus, its periodicity region
can be con…ned only by the boundaries related to the BCBs. In fact, there are two boundaries: if the parameter
point crosses one boundary then a periodic point, which is nearest from the left to the discontinuity point
y = c; collides with it, and crossing the other boundary a point of the cycle, which is nearest from the right to
y = c; collides with this discontinuity point. In order to obtain analytical expressions of these boundaries it is
convenient to shift the discontinuity point of map g to the origin, introducing the new variable x := y c: In
such a way we obtain a topologically conjugate map
ge : x ! ge(x) =

geL (x) = ax + (1
geR (x) = ax
c;

c);

c x<0
0<x 1 c

(25)

Using the BCB conditions mentioned above and coordinates of the corresponding periodic points, one can obtain
the boundaries of the periodicity region PLRn1 related to the basic cycle LRn1 ; n1 1 :
L
LRn1

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

R
LRn1

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

2(an1 1)
+1
1 an1 +1
2 an1 1
< 1; my =
1
1 an1 +1
< 1; my =

Similarly, the boundaries of the periodicity region PRLn1 related to the basic cycle RLn1 can be obtained:
R
RLn1

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

L
RLn1

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

2(an1 1)
1
1 an1 +1
2 an1 1
+1
1 an1 +1

For example, for n1 = 1; i.e., for the basic 2-cycle RL (which is the unique basic cycle belonging to both families
C1;1 and C2;1 ) the related region PRL is bounded by the curves
LR

=

( ; my ) : 0 <
23

< 1; my =

2

RL

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

2

R
R
L
Note that in the ( ; my )-parameter plane the curves L
LRn1 and RLn1 ; as well as LRn1 and RLn1 ; are symmetric
wrt the axis my = 0.
Recall that the feasible parameter range for the considered fashion cycle model is my > 0; thus, map g has
only basic cycles associated with the family C2;1 ; i.e., with cycles RLn1 : In the meantime for the symmetric
map g 0 the same periodicity regions correspond to the basic cycles related to the family C1;1 , i.e., to cycles
LRn1 : In Fig.20 the boundaries of regionsPRLn1 and PLRn1 are shown in black for 1 n1
50 in the ( ; c)and ( ; c0 )-parameter planes, respectively, where c = (1 + my )=2 is the discontinuity point of map g and
c0 = 1 c = (1 my )=2 is the discontinuity point of map g 0 :
In the (mx ; my )-parameter plane the boundaries L
2 and R
1 (which are
RLn1 for n1
RLn1 for n1
represented by the horizontal straight lines) extend from region RIII to region RIV (see, e.g., Fig.2) up to the
curve B de…ned in (10). Above this curve each region PRLn1 has no lower boundary while new vertical boundary
appears de…ned by a collision of the rightmost point of cycle RLn1 with the discontinuity point d given in (8):

RLn1

=

(mx ; my ) : mx =

1
1

1 mx
1
an1 +1
; 1+
< my <
n
1
a (2 a)
amx
mx

In the gaps between the periodicity regions PLRn1 and PLRn1 +1 ; as well as PRLn1 and PRLn1 +1 ; related to
the cycles of the …rst complexity level (i.e., basic cycles), the periodicity regions associated with the families of
higher complexity levels are located. In order to get the boundaries of these regions we …rst construct for each
gap a corresponding …rst return map in a proper neighbourhood of the discontinuity point. This map appears
to be of the same class of maps as the original one. Thus, for each …rst return map we can repeat the same
reasoning as for the original map and get the boundaries of the periodicity regions related to the basic cycles.
For the original map these cycles are associated with 22 families of the complexity level two:
n

1

n

1

n

1

n

1

C1;2 = fLRn1 (RLRn1 ) 2 gn1 ;n2 =1 ; C2;2 = fRLRn1 (LRn1 ) 2 gn1 ;n2 =1
C3;2 = fRLn1 (LRLn1 ) 2 gn1 ;n2 =1 ; C4;2 = fLRLn1 (RLn1 ) 2 gn1 ;n2 =1
and the boundaries of the corresponding periodicity regions are given as
L
C1;2

R
C1;2

=

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

< 1; my =

2 an1 (1 a(n1 +2)(n2 +1) )
(1 an1 +2 )(1 an1 +1+n2 (n1 +2) )

1

2 an1 (an2 (2+n1 ) 1 (an1 +2
) 1)
(1 an1 +2 )(1 an1 +1+n2 (n1 +2) )

1

L
C2;2

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

2 an1 (1 a(n1 +1)(1+n2 ) )
(1 an1 +1 )(1 an1 +2+n2 (n1 +1) )

1

R
C2;2

=

( ; my ) : 0 <

< 1; my =

2an1 (1 an2 (1+n1 ) (an1 +2 + ))
(1 an1 +1 )(1 an1 +2+n2 (n1 +1) )

1

R
R
L
L
The other four boundaries are symmetric wrt my = 0, namely, L
C3;2 is symmetric to C1;2 ; C3;2 to C1;2 ; C4;3
R
L
to R
n1 50; 1 n2 10;
C2;2 and, …nally, C4;3 to C2;2 . In Fig.20 these boundaries are shown in red for 1
in the ( ; c)-parameter plane for map g and in the ( ; c0 )-parameter plane for map g 0 .
Reasoning in a similar way regarding the gaps between the regions of the complexity level two one can get 23
families of the complexity level three and the boundaries of the corresponding periodicity regions. This process
can be continued ad in…nitum. For more details see [1], [5] and references therein.
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Figure 20: The period adding structure of map g given in (7) in the ( ; c)-parameter plane, and of map g 0
(symmetric to g) in the ( ; c0 )-parameter plane, where c = (1 + my )=2 and c0 = 1 c = (1 my )=2 are the
discontinuity points of g and g 0 , respectively. Here the boundaries of the periodicity regions associated with
cycles of complexity level one and two are shown in black and red, respectively.
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